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Abstract.

Coulomb breakup of unstable neutron rich nuclei29,30Na around the ’island of inversion’
has been studied at energy around 434 MeV/nucleon and 409 MeV/nucleon respectively.
Four momentum vectors of fragments, decay neutron from excited projectile andγ-rays
emitted from excited fragments after Coulomb breakup are measured in coincidence. For
these nuclei, the low-lying dipole strength above one neutron threshold can be explained
by direct breakup model. The analysis for Coulomb breakup of29,30Na shows that large
amount of the cross section yields the28Na, 29Na core in ground state. The predominant
ground-state configuration of29,30Na is found to be28Na(g.s)⊗ νs1/2 and29Na(g.s)⊗ νs1/2,
respectively.
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1 Introduction

Study of loosely bound nuclei far away fromβ-stability line provides many interesting and important
properties of nuclei due to large neutron proton asymmetry [1–3]. Change of shell structure from the
normal nuclei to large number of excess neutron provides an excellent opportunity to understand the
isospin dependent nuclear interaction in nuclear medium [4]. In 1975 through mass measurement of
31,32Na, Thibaultet al. observed the first signature of unexpected properties of nuclei aroundN = 20
magic number [5].31,32Na isotopes were more bound than predicted theoretically. Later Motobayashi
et al. confirmed a large deformation for32Mg from measured value of the reduced transition proba-
bility of the 2+ state, and pointed to the vanishing of theN = 20 shell gap [6] with strong intruder
configurations in the ground state of this nucleus.29,30Na belong to vicinity of ’island of inversion’
[7]. Many theoretical [8] and experimental [9, 10] studies have been performed to study the ground
state configuration of these nuclei. Hurstet al. [9] derived reduced transition matrix elements of
excited states in29Na and suggested significant admixture of bothsd andp f components in the wave
function. Tripathiet al. have studied the low-energy level structure of the exotic27−29Na isotopes
throughβ delayedγ spectroscopy [10]. In order to probe directly the ground state wave-function
of these neutron-rich nuclei in and around ’island of inversion’, an experiment (S306) [12] was
proposed and performed at GSI, Darmstadt. In this article, some interesting preliminary results of
that experiment (S306) on systematic study of ground state configuration of29,30Na obtained through
Coulomb breakup will be reported. Coulomb break up is a direct method to probe the quantum
number of the valence nucleon of the loosely bound nuclei [1]. This probe is highly sensitive to
the tail part of the wave function of valence nucleon [1, 11]. When a projectile moving with high
velocity passes a target of high nuclear charge Z, it may be excited by absorbing virtual photons
from the time-dependent Coulomb field. The corresponding differential cross sectiondσ/dE∗ for
dipole excitation decomposes into an incoherent sum of componentsdσπc/dE∗ corresponding to
different core states with spin and parity,Iπ, populated after one-neutron removal in case of breakup
to two-body final state with a nucleon and a core nucleus[1].
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2 Experiment and Analysis

In this experiment (GSI experiment S306) the radioactive beams were produced by fragmentation
of 40Ar with energy 530 MeV/u, delivered by the synchrotron SIS at GSI, Darmstadt. The neutron-
rich Na, Mg and Al isotopes with similar mass-to-charge ratios were separated using the Fragment
Separator (FRS) and transported to neighbouring cave C for complete kinematic measurements after
Coulomb breakup. The incoming cocktail beam ( figure 1 (a)) was identified event by event through
measurement of the magnetic rigidities, time of flight and relative energy loss. The secondary reaction
target208Pb (2 gm/cm2) and12C (935 mg/cm2) were used for Coulomb and nuclear breakup. The
secondary target was surrounded by 8 silicon strip detectors (SST) to track the beam and reaction
fragments in a box shape. Before the target a plastic scintillator was used for reference time at cave
C.The unreacted beam and and reaction fragments were bent by a large-acceptance dipole magnet
(ALADIN) and tracked via two arrays of scintillating fiber detectors (GFI) and the TFW detectors
which consists of plastic scintillator paddles. The gain matching of these paddles were performed
using a “sweep run“. In figure 2(b) such gain matched spectrum has been shown. Calibration of
SST, GFI, TFW, LAND, DTF, Crystal Ball detectors have been performed using program developed
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at SINP (Kolkata) and GSI (Darmstadt). The mass of the reaction fragments 1(c) were obtained using
the deflection angle obtained from GFI after ALADIN and time of flight measurements from TFW for
that fragment. A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up is shown in figure 1(b). The Crystal
Ball detector which consists of 162 NaI(Tl) detectors, was used to detect theγ-rays from the excited
core states of the reaction fragments after breakup. Decay neutron(s) from the excited projectile(s)
were tracked by the large area neutron detector (LAND). A Cosmic run was used for the gain matching
of individual paddles of LAND detector. The time offset of the LAND detector was determined from
the velocity difference between neutron andγ.
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Figure 1: (a) Plot for In-coming cocktail ion beam. (b) Schematic diagram of experimental setup. (c).
Plot of outgoing Fragment mass of Na isotopes Vs fragment velocity.

From measured four momentum vectors of all decay products of the excited projectile, the
excitation energyE∗ of the projectile is reconstructed through invariant mass [1] analysis by the
equation:

E∗ =
√

∑

m2
i +
∑

i, j

γiγ jmim j(1− βiβ jcosθi j) + Eγ − mpro j.
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Figure 2: (a) Time of flight for neutron andγ to LAND detector (b) Gain matched overlaid spectrum
for Z distribution in different paddles of TFW (c) Outgoing Z separation from SST and TFW

3 Results

Table-I shows both calculated and the experimental integrated Coulomb dissociation (CD) cross-
section for29,30Na nuclei with excitation energy upto 8 MeV and 6 MeV respectively. Small con-
tributions of characteristicγ-rays have been observed in coincidence with the break-up neutron and
fragments. A comparison between the experimental CD cross-section with calculated one using di-
rect breakup model [1] considering valence neutron in s, p, d, f orbital has been shown in the Table-I.
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Table 1: Coulomb dissociation cross-section of29,30Na nuclei with excitation energy upto 8 MeV and
6 MeV respectively

Isotope ground state S n Coulomb dissociation Cross-section (mb)
spin [13] (MeV) Neutron Direct Present
and parity orbital Beakup model Experiment

29Na 3/2+ 4.4 s1/2 69 61± 10
d5/2 16
p3/2 54
f7/2 3

30Na 2+ 2.27 s1/2 173 134± 30
d5/2 37
p3/2 126
f7/2 7

The analysis of the deduced dipole-transition probability into continuum infers28Na(g.s) ⊗ νs1/2,
29Na(g.s) ⊗ νs1/2 as probable ground state configuration of29Na(3/2+) and 30Na(2+) respectively,
which correctly produce the ground state spin of these isotopes. It may be noted that using similar
technique, it has been observed that valence neutron of the ground state of neutron-rich35Al isotope
occupies p3/2 orbital, predominantly [14].
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